
IEEE 1588 Implementation in Industry IoT Solution 
IEEE Std 1588 standard is for a precision clock synchronization protocol for networked measurement and 

control, define a Precision Time Protocol (PTP) designed to synchronize real-time clocks in a distributed 

system. This document introduces IEEE 1588 related basic concept and Precision Time Protocol, 

hardware assist for 1588 compliant time stamping on QorIQ  LS1021 platform, Linux Kernel PTP 

framework device driver implementation working with ptpd stack, IEEE 1588 test setup on LS1021ATSN 

platform and results. 

1. IEEE 1588 Introduction and Precision Time Protocol 
IEEE 1588 synchronization message sequence is as the following. 

 

There are five basic types PTP devices defined as the following. 

Ordinary clock, a clock that has a single Precision Time Protocol (PTP) port in a domain and maintains 

the timescale used in the domain. 

Boundary clock, a clock that has multiple Precision Time Protocol (PTP) ports in a domain and maintains 

the timescale used in the domain. 

End-to-end transparent clock, a transparent clock that supports the use of the end-to-end delay 

measurement mechanism between slave clocks and the master clock. 

Peer-to-peer transparent clock, a transparent clock that, in addition to providing Precision Time Protocol 

(PTP) event transit time information, also provides corrections for the propagation delay of the link 

connected to the port receiving the PTP event message. 

Management node, a device that configures and monitors clocks. 

2. Hardware Assist for 1588 Compliant Time Stamping on QorIQ LS1021 Platform 
 

2.1 Accessing Timer Registers 
IEEE 1588 Timer design partition is as the following. 



 

Timer registers are accessed as the following. 

TMR_CNT_L should be read first to get correct 64-bit TMR_CNT_H/L counter values. Reads from the 

TMR_CNT_L register copies the entire 64-bit clock time into shadow registers. 

TMR_CNT_L should be written first, contents of the shadow registers are copied into the TMR_CNT_L 

and TMR_CNT_H registers following a write into the TMR_CNT_H register. 

Writing the TMR_ALARMn_L register deactivates the alarm event. 

Writing the TMR_ALARMn_L followed by the TMR_ALARMn_H register rearms the alarm function with 

the new compare value. 

Writing new value to FIPER register resets the down counter used in PULSE_OUT generation. 

2.2. Time-Stamping on Ethernet Frame Reception for eTSEC 
On detection of SFD, the value of TMR_CNT_H/L is copied to TMR_RXTS_H/L if RCTRL[TS] in eTSEC  

is set to 1. 

In addition, the time-stamp is inserted into the packet data buffer as padding alignment bytes if 

TMR_CTRL[RTPE] is set to 1 and RCTRL[PAL] (receive pad alignment length) is set to a value greater 

than or equal to 8. 

ETSEC indicates reception of PTP packet to CPU. 

CPU reads time-stamp from Rx Buffer or TMR_RXTS_H/L. 

PTP packets are typically embedded within a UDP payload with special IP source and destination 

address and special source and destination ports numbers. 

PTP packet format is as the following. 

 



2.3. Time-Stamping on Ethernet Frame Transmission for eTSEC 

ETSEC supports two-step clock. The time-stamp of frame being transmitted is stored in registers or frame 

control buffer. The follow-up packet carries the actual time-stamp of previous packet 

ETSEC supports selective time-stamping for Tx packets using TxFCB[PTP]. 

In dTSEC, setting TCTRL[TTSE] to 1 ensures that all the packets will be time-stamped during 

transmission. 

The packet ID and time-stamp are stored in the TMR_TXTS1-2_ID and TMR_TXTS1-2_H/L registers. 

Software instructs the Tx packet to be time stamped by setting bit 15 in the TxFCB to mark a PTP packet. 

TxFCB[VLCTL] can be translated as the Tx PTP packet identification number. 

PTP packet Transmit frame control block is as the following. 

 

3. IEEE 1588 PTP Linux Device Driver and PTPd Application 

3.1 IEEE 1588 Linux Software Structure 
Linux PTP device driver creates a PTP framework by providing a set of most relevant and modern 

application programming interfaces(API) offered by the Linux Kernel. 

PTPd stack is an implementation of Precision Time Protocol (PTP) according to IEEE standard 1588 for 

Linux. The dual design goal are to provide a robust implementation of the standard and to use the most 

relevant and modern Application Programming Interfaces(API) offered by Linux Kernel. 

IEEE 1588 Software structure is as the following. The ioctl interface is implemented as socket ioctl, the 

clock PTP driver is character driver, the 1588 message transfer by UDP protocol. 

 

 

3.2 IEEE 1588 Linux Device Driver 

PTP device driver perform eTSEC 1588 hardware initialization in function gianfar_ptp_probe in the file 

drivers/net/ethernet/freescale/gianfar_ptp.c, the initialization routine is as the following. 

 



Get the frequency of the input clock. Calculate as explained earlier and feed results in ADDEND and 

TCLK_PERIOD. 

Write desired value to TMR_PRSC and FIPER. 

Calculate and feed ALARM register. 

Set TMR_CTRL[FS] to trigger FIPER with ALARM. 

Choose input clock using TMR_CLK[CKSEL]. 

Start timer by setting TMR_CTRL[TE] to 1. 

Initialize rest of the registers for time-stamps and interrupts are required. 

PTP clock driver register themselves by presenting a “struct ptp_clock_info” to the registration method 

ptp_clock_register(). 

PTP clock driver interface is defined as the following in the file 

drivers/net/ethernet/freescale/gianfar_ptp.c. A character device is created for each registered clock. User 

space can use an open file descriptor from the character device as a POSIX clock ID and may call 

clock_gettime, clock_settime and clock_adjtime. 

static struct ptp_clock_info ptp_gianfar_caps = { 

        .owner          = THIS_MODULE, 

        .name           = "gianfar clock", 

        .max_adj        = 512000, 

        .n_alarm        = 0, 

        .n_ext_ts       = N_EXT_TS, 

        .n_per_out      = 0, 

        .n_pins         = 0, 

        .pps            = 1, 

        .adjfreq        = ptp_gianfar_adjfreq, 

        .adjtime        = ptp_gianfar_adjtime, 

        .gettime64      = ptp_gianfar_gettime, 

        .settime64      = ptp_gianfar_settime, 

        .enable         = ptp_gianfar_enable, 

}; 

A driver which supports hardware time stamping supports the SIOCSHWTSTAMP ioctl. 

The shared time stamp struct skb_shared_hwtstamps is defined as the following. 

struct skb_shared_hwtstamps { 

        /* hardware time stamp transformed into duration 

         * since arbitrary point in time 

         */ 



        ktime_t hwtstamp; 

}; 

Time stamps for received packets was stored in skb. Get a pointer to the shared time stamp structure by 

calling skb_hwtstamps(). Then set the time stamps in the structure skb_shared_hwtstamps. 

        /* Get receive timestamp from the skb */ 

        if (priv->hwts_rx_en) { 

                struct skb_shared_hwtstamps *shhwtstamps = skb_hwtstamps(skb); 

                u64 *ns = (u64 *) skb->data; 

                *ns = be64_to_cpu(*ns); 

                memset(shhwtstamps, 0, sizeof(*shhwtstamps)); 

                shhwtstamps->hwtstamp = ns_to_ktime(*ns); 

        } 

For outgoing packets, skb_tstamp_tx() clones the original skb and adds the timestamp to structure 

skb_shared_hwtstamps. The cloned skb with the send timestamp attached is looped back to the socket's 

error queue. 

         if (unlikely(skb_shinfo(skb)->tx_flags & SKBTX_IN_PROGRESS)) { 

                        struct skb_shared_hwtstamps shhwtstamps; 

                        u64 *ns = (u64 *)(((uintptr_t)skb->data + 0x10) & 

                                          ~0x7UL); 

                       *ns = be64_to_cpu(*ns); 

                        memset(&shhwtstamps, 0, sizeof(shhwtstamps)); 

                        shhwtstamps.hwtstamp = ns_to_ktime(*ns); 

                        skb_pull(skb, GMAC_FCB_LEN + GMAC_TXPAL_LEN); 

                        skb_tstamp_tx(skb, &shhwtstamps); 

                        gfar_clear_txbd_status(bdp); 

                        bdp = next; 

                } 

3.3 PTPd Application 
PTPd get the RX timestamp by calling recvmsg() and the TX timestamp by calling 

recvmsg(flags=MSG_ERRQUEUE). 

PTPd application structure is described as the following. 



 

4. Setup IEEE 1588 test on LS1021ATSN Platform 

4.1 Build Images with OpenIL  
Clone openil git repository and checkout v0.2 release. 

$ git clone https://github.com/openil/openil.git  
$ cd openil  
# checkout to the v0.2 release tag  
$ git checkout OpenIL-201705 -b OpenIL-201705  

Configure LS1021ATSN build project. 

$ make nxp_ls1021atsn_defconfig 
$ make 
 
Rebuild Linux with IEEE 1588 PTP driver enabled. 

$ make linux-dirclean 
$ make linux-configure 
$ cd  <install_folder>/openil/output/build/linux-OpenIL-linux-201705 
make ARCH=arm menuconfig 
Device Drivers  ---> 
    <*>  PTP clock support 
        <*>Freescale eTSEC as PTP clock 
 $ cd /home/b25805/test/openil/ 
$ make linux 
 
Build PTPd application with the attached target board related patch enabled. 

$ make ptpd2_configure 

Go to the folder <install_path>/output/build/ptpd2-ptpd-2.3.1 

$ patch -p1<0001-ptpd-add-DPAA-and-eTSEC-support.patch 

$ make ptpd2 

Configure the Target with ptpd2 packet enabled. 

$cd  <install_path>/openil/ 

$make menuconfig 

Target packages  ---> 



     Networking applications  ---> 

            [*] ptpd2 

 

Rebuild image 

$make 

4.2 Setup IEEE 1588 test environment on LS1021ATSN 

 

#Master 

ifconfig eth0 192.168.2.10 

#Slave 

ifconfig eth0 192.168.2.11 

#Master 

ptpd2 -C -r 0 -MV -i eth0  -u 192.168.2.11 

#Slave 

ptpd2 -C -r 0 -sV --servo:kp=0.32 --servo:ki=0.05 -i eth0 -u 192.168.2.10 

On the slave side, the time offset from master will decrease to +/-150ns. 

 

4.3 Test result 

Offset from Master in Startup Stage is as the following 



 

 

 

Offset from Master in Stable Stage is as the following 

 


